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1.

NATIONAL COMMAND AND OPERATION CENTRE
SITUATION REPORT
PART-1
Global Update

2.

Regional Update

3.

COVID-19 in Pakistan
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4.

Summary of Potential Cases / Lab Tests

5.

Clinical Status of COVID Cases
Province-wise
Overall

ll

6.

Category of COVID Spread
Local Spread

7.

Analysis of Death Cases – 564 Deaths
Age
Under 50 Yrs – 141
Over 50 Yrs - 423

8.

Provinces

Testing Facilities
Total Functioning Labs in Pakistan – 63
Testing capacity per day - 16596

Gender

Co-morbidity
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9.

International
a.

World Bank praises Pakistan’s cash emergency program.

b.

COVID cases in Asia crossed to quarter of a million, time period of
spread is slower as compared to America and Europe.

c.

Indonesia saw biggest daily rise in coronavirus infections with 484
new cases, total cases in country are 12,071.

d.

Global coronavirus deaths exceeded 250,000 with 68,300 in US.

e.

Gilead Sciences (pharmaceutical company) said that it is in discussions
with chemical and drug manufacturers (including in Pakistan) to
produce its experimental COVID-19 drug remdesivir.

f.

Doctors in the United States fear a second outbreak of the disease if
lockdown measures are lifted.

g.

China closed its border to prevent imported cases from Russia.

h.

Hardest-hit by coronavirus, Italy is reopening its economy in phases.

i.

World leaders (UK, Germany, France, KSA, Italy Japan, Norway &
Canada), organizations and banks pledged 7.4 billion euros ($8 billion)
for research on vaccine against COVID-19.

j.

Iranian Ambassador called for enhancing regional cooperation to
tackle a looming massive food security challenge posed due to
worst locust attack in 50 years.

10.

National
a.

Minister for Industries and Production announced that government
will pay electricity bills of 3.5 million small businesses in next 3
months.

b.

Pakistan and the Asian Development Bank finalised negotiations
for $305 million emergency loan to procure health equipment and
disburse cash assistance.

b.

Textile exporters have proposed to the government to restore zerorated sales tax for the five major export-oriented sectors (textile,
carpet, leather, sports and surgical goods).

c.

Petition seeking a separate graveyard for the burial of coronavirus
victims has been filed in the Lahore High Court.

d.

Jinnah Postgraduate Medical Centre has collaborated with the National
Institute of Blood Diseases to treat COVID-19 patients through
plasma immunisation therapy.
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e.

200 Mobile NADRA registration vans have been made operational
to

facilitate

fast-track

verification

of Ehsaas Emergency Cash

beneficiaries.
f.

SAPM on Commerce and Investment said that his ministry is pursuing
changes in the tariff structure in the upcoming budget to promote local
manufacturing based on ‘Make in Pakistan’ policy.

g.

193 Pakistanis stranded in India arrived via Wagha Border. The
repatriated citizens have been quarantined for 72 hours upon arrival.

h.

State Bank of Pakistan has directed banks to use cash that has
completed the 14-day quarantine period.

i.

A polio eradication call center supported by WHO has been expanded
to

support

public amid

COVID-19.

responding 70,000 calls each day.

Agents

and doctors

are

